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Season 37, Episode 116
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06.12.00 - Monday



Felicia and Luke share some pillow talk after a night of making love. Chloe awakens with a start from a dream about seeing Stefan fall victim to an apparent poisoning. Meanwhile, aboard the yacht, a triumphant Helena stands over her son's inert form and declares to Stefan that paralyzing him is payback for the way he tortured her last year. Marcus insists on accompanying Sonny and Roy as they continue to follow the trail left by Larkin and his hostage. Chloe frets to learn that Stefan has mysteriously vanished. After gleefully reminding her son that she never loved him, Helena instructs Andreas to throw Stefan overboard. Larkin brings a struggling Hannah to the top of a tall building on Fourth Street and tosses her over the edge. While Roy and Marcus battle their way past Larkin and his goon, Sonny finds Hannah clinging to the edge of the roof and manages to pull her to safety. A worried Alexis reports to Mac that her brother is missing.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
12 June 2000, 00:00
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